
Neznámá pravda o společnosti Keshe Foundation
Společnost Keshe Foundation je zde, aby vám pomohla splnit sen, váš sen:

Proměnit zbraně na užitečné nástroje. Doba je zde a můžete být při tom! Nové technologie jsou 
vaše a můžete je použít.

Jsme svědky počátku nové doby míru a prospěchu pro všechny: společnost Keshe Foundation pro 
tento účel nabízí podrobný postup … otevření poznání vesmíru lidstvu. Společně dokážeme 
vybudovat pozemský ráj, v této době.

Dříve, než pokročíme dále, je potřeba vysvětlit historii společnosti Keshe Foundation od doby, kdy 
začala veřejně působit, protože je to nezbytné k pochopení toho, proč jsme se rozhodli všechno 
zveřejnit. Zde je popis událostí:

 2004

 Zaslání článku “Vznik černých děr” do British Astronomical Society (Britská astronomická
společnost). V ten samý den, kdy Mehran Keshe obržel odpověď z British Astronomical 
Society oznamující, že článek nebude zveřejněn, ale ponechán v jejich knihovně pro 
pozdější objasnění, Steven Hawkins oznámil změnu svého třicet let zastávaného názoru, 
že černé díry energii neuvolňují. Ve skutečnosti byl jeho nový názor stejný jako ten v 
zaslaném článku.
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/keshe-official/3128`2-stephen-hawking-has-
abandoned-his-theory-of-black-holes
[Reference 1]

 Mehran Keshe kontaktoval společnost BNFL (Britské jaderné palivo: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BNFL), protože potřeboval jaderný materiál k testování 
gravitačního reaktoru, aby mohl potvrdit koncept vzniku sil gravitačního pole. Kvůli 
ověření technologie byl představen ministru obrany Spojeného království, který ho 
pozval na vojenskou přehlídku ve Farnborough. Na této přehlídce, která kvůli 
nedorozumnění znamenala konec spolupráce s brity, poznal společnost FLAG 
(www.flag.be). Pan Keshe byl pozván panem Karel Vervoort, bývalým ředitelem FLAG do 
Belgie, aby technologii ověřili.

 FLAG tím pověřila profesora Mark Van Overmeire 
(http://mech.vub.ac.be/avrg/members/marc.htm) z VUB (Vlamse Universiteit Brussel, 
Vlámská univerzita v Bruselu).

 2005

 Zpráva profesora Mark Van Overmeire potvrzuje, že koncepty výroby energie jsou slibné  
a zmiňuje také, že “inženýrské problémy však nebyly analyzovány a budou důležité. 
Doporučuji tyto problémy velmi bedlivě prostudovat”. V reakci na to požádala belgická 
vláda Verhaert New Products & Services NV 
(http://www.verhaert.com/cms/images/stories/pdf_in_text/groupprofile.pdf), aby 
technologii otestovala.
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[Reference 2]
Tato společnost po prozkoumání potvrdila, že chtějí investovat maximálně 500 000 € do 
tohoto výzkumu, ale potřebují k tomu partnera.

 V emailu ze 30. května 2005 Verhaert NV navrhuje jako vědeckého partnera VITO 
(Vlámské jaderné centrum v Mol: 
https://www.vito.be/VITO/NL/HomePageAdmin/Home). Stejný email zmiňuje, že napíší 
návrh do IWT (výzkumný spolek vlámské vlády: http://www.iwt.be), aby projekt 
financoval.
[Reference 3]

 Po obdržení smlouvy z Verhaert NV pan Keshe požádal zprostředkující organizaci, aby 
poskytla specializovaného právníka pro vyjednávání ohledně této smlouvy. Pověřili tím 
pana Hans Bracquené. Bylo domluveno setkání k projednání této smlouvy s Verhaert v 
zastoupení pana Keshe. Toto setkání proběhlo v kanceláři Hans Bracquené v Leuven 
(http://www.bracquene.be/en). Byli přítomni čtyři lidé: pan Bracquené, jeho sekretářka, 
pan Keshe a jeho žena. Pan Keshe měl podezření, že Hans Bracquené je také právníkem 
Verhaert a že taky sám smlouvu napsal. To je protizákonné a při položení této otázky 
přiznal, že to tak opravdu je, ale jako odpověď napsal na kousek papíru jména čtyř 
společností, které hodlají pana Keshe zabít, kdyby odmítl spolupráci. Pan Keshe okamžitě 
ukončil setkání, po kterém začaly všechny ty problémy s belgickou vládou.
Poznámka: Toho času byl Hans Bracquené také interním právníkem VITO.

 Interní právník IWT je opět Hans Bracquené a v roce 2003 byl také předsedou kabinetu 
ministra Van Mechelen a společně položili I základní kámen společnosti IMEC.
http://www.dirkvanmechelen.be/2003/minister-legt-eerste-steen-van-nieuwe-imec-
gebouw/?foto=0

 V novinách De Standaard byl 19. prosince 2003 zveřejněn následující článek:
http://www.standaard.be/cnt/dst19122003_008

”Předseda kabinetu již nemá kontrolu
Brusel -

Hans Bracquené, předseda kabinetu pana Dirk Van Mechelen, řekl, že uvolnil jeho 
pozici vládního zmocněnce v technologickém institutu IWT. Důvodem je vyloučení střetu 
zájmů.

Hans Bracquené (http://www.iplodge.be/team-hans-bracquene.html, 
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/iel/news/2013/trybus-ESA.aspx, 
http://www.bracquene.be/en) je právní expert v technologických inovacích, o tom není 
pochyb. Všechna vystoupení ve vlámském parlamentu včera začala tímto prohlášením. 
Pak ale bylo řečeno, že pan Bracquené je současně předsedou kabinetu a vládním 
zmocněncem v IWT a k tomu všemu ještě provozuje jeho vlastní právní poradenství pro 
vysocetechnologické společnosti (viz De Standaard 18. prosince). V pozici předsedy 
kabinetu radí ministrovi v rozhodování, jako například přidělení miliónů euro 
technologické společnosti IMEC ...”
(Náš komentář: Byl interním právníkem IMEC).

 Toto je taky zajímavé: Qinetiq, britská mezinárodní technologická společnost pro obranu 
sídlící ve Farnborough, vlastněná britským ministerstvem obrany, získala 90% podíl 
společnosti Verhaert Design and Development NV v září 2005. Šlo o jedinou zahraniční 
investici mimo Spojené království, kterou britské ministerstvo obrany uskutečnilo.
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 Qinetiq (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qinetiq) za tu investici zaplatila 10 000 000 €, aby 
se dostala ke Keshe technologii. Neměla ale zážehový klíč, aby mohli technologii použít, 
proto požadovali vrácení peněz, což se však nestalo.

 V článku novin De Tijd je řečeno, že Qinetic znovu prodává Verhaert. Skutečný důvod 
ovšem nesdělili. 
http://www.tijd.be/nieuws/ondernemingen_technologie/QinetiQ_zet_satellietbouwer_
Verhaert_Space_in_etalage.8195332-436.art

 2006

 Pan Keshe zažádal společnost E-Capital (investoři: http://www.e-capital.be) o 
financování. Vyzvali pana Keshe podepsat smlouvu o mlčenlivosti s IMEC (Leuven). IMEC 
je hlavní podílník E-Capital.

 IMEC (http://www2.imec.be/be_en/home.html) určila profesora William D'Haeseleer 
(vedoucího jaderného oddělení univerzity v Leuven: 
http://www.kuleuven.be/wieiswie/en/person/00014331), aby posoudil technologii pro 
výrobu energie. Za přítomnosti dvou vedoucích z E-Capital prohlásil, že technologie byla 
na 90% až 95% správná, ale přesto musí být odmítnuta. Jde o stejného vědce, který 
poradil belgické vládě, jako člen komise, dát zdarma jaderné reaktory (národní majetek!) 
společnosti SUEZ (http://www.gdfsuez.com).

 Na žádost vedoucích E-Capital, během vyjednávání, provedl IMEC nezávislé posouzení 
výroby nanomateriálových sp2 a sp3 prvků v láhvi od Coca Coly. Připravili zprávu 
potvrzující výrobu materiálu sp2 nanovrstvy a sp3 nanodiamantové vrstvy, což doposud 
nebylo v atmosférických podmínkách Země uskutečněno. Byl to významný technologický 
průlom. V registrovaném dopise společnosti Keshe Foundation jí právník společnosti 
IMEC zakázal zveřejnit tento objev popsaný v jejich důvěrné zprávě.
[Reference 4]

 Poznámka: Registrovaná nezisková společnost Keshe Foundation je vlastněna 
světovou populací. V důsledku toho má každá lidská bytost, jako člen, právo na tuto 
důvěrnou zprávu ve společnosti Keshe Foundation bez porušení smlouvy o 
mlčenlivosti.

 Nanomateriál zmíněný v této zprávě je stejný jako ten nabídnutý obyvatelům světa pro 
řešení Fukušimy 30. ledna 2014.
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/keshe-official/31153-fukushima-daiichi-
nuclear-accident-cleanup-video
[Reference 5]

 IMEC v této zprávě, kvůli neporozumnění jednoduchosti výroby sp2 a sp3, nařkl Keshe 
Foundation z používání jaderných materiálů a úmyslně označili Keshe Foundation jako 
podvodnou (zločineckou) organizaci, která má přístup k jadernému materiálu. Bylo to 
vynuceno bezpečnostní strukturou belgické vlády panem Hans Bracquené.

 Později v roce 2006, na žádost belgické vlády, pokračovalo jaderné centrum SCK 
v analýze Coca Cola láhve a materiálů v ní vytvořených.
[Reference 6]
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V tomto testu se snažili zjistit, jak lze vytvářet nanomateriály bez použití gama paprsků 
a uranu nebo plutonia. Část zprávy potvrzuje, že se v materiálu nachází uhlík.

 2009

 Úpadek společnosti  OPEL.  Vlámská vláda se obrátila  na společnost  Keshe Foundation
ohledně  převzetí  továrny  Opel v  Antwerpách.  Během  těchto  vyjednávání  byla  panu
Keshe zakázána další spolupráce s jakoukoli vědeckou organizací v Belgii.

 2010

 Pan Keshe zatčen v Kanadě.
http://www.keshefoundation.org/media-a-papers/keshe-news/124-canada.html
[Reference 7]

 Zločinecká organizace vyhrožovala panu Keshe jeho zabitím. Útočník byl vyslýchán teprve
jeden a půl roku po otevření případu policií. To bylo zamaskováno speciální policií 
zastrašující vědce v Belgii. Úředník, který se toho účastnil, je ovládán zločineckou 
organizací v belgické vládě.

 V květnu vyšel článek o technologiích společnosti Keshe Foundation v časopise Elektuur.
[Reference 8]

 2011

 Policie zablokovala část technologie 25. listopadu, aby poškodila prezentaci na 
konferenci v Eindhovenu, kterou měl pan M. T. Keshe 26. listopadu.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45o8O4-bQHE

 Následující pondělí 28. listopadu v Belgii došlo k pokusu o vraždu pana M. T. Keshe, kdy 
bylo záškodnicky poškozeno jeho auto odpálením electronicky dálkově ovládané malé 
výbušniny pod autem ve vysoké rychlosti. (To je známo jako otisk práce společnosti IMEC
při pokusech o vraždu vědců, kteří s nimi nechtějí spolupracovat.)

 2012

 Král Belgie Albert II. vstoupil do kavárny,
kde psal pan M. T. Keshe svou knihu, a
mluvili spolu. Následující den král a jeho
úředník volali do kavárny majiteli, že je
pan Keshe terorista a aby se ho co nejdříve
zbavil.

 Ředitel FANC (Federaal Agentschap voor
Nucleaire Controle: 
http://www.fanc.fgov.be) v Bruselu
během setkání panu Keshe nařídil, jako zástupce belgické vlády, aby opustil Belgii.

http://www.fanc.fgov.be/
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 Naturopathica udělila společnosti Keshe Foundation certifikaci Keshe plazmatické léčby.
[Reference 9]

 2013

 Protože M. T. Keshe nesouhlasil s nařízením společnosti FANC, byla do jeho domu v Belgii
vyslána vraždící jednotka v rámci Federální policie s osmi úředníky, aby udělali 
předstíranou nehodu, a ti samí úředníci přišli již předchozí den.

 Keshe Foundation opouští Belgii, aby se vyhnula pokusům o vraždu Federální policií.

 2014

 Začal další pokus o poškození Keshe Foundation Federální policií, stejným úředníkem, 
který byl zapleten v předchozích dvou pokusech o vraždu a v předstíraném vyšetřování. 
Čestní úředníci Federální policie v belgických policejních složkách vyšetřující jiný případ 
vraždy (se stejným úředníkem) potvrdili panu M. T. Keshe na policejní stanici, že zmíněný 
úředník je zločinec a že vyšetřování bylo prováděno zločineckým způsobem a taky že 
pracuje ve prospěch jistých organizací ve Federální vládě.

Toto odhalení je součástí procesu Celosvětové mírové smlouvy jak je společností Keshe Foundation 
plánováno na rok 2014, kde jsme slíbili, že poznání by mělo být dostupné všem.
http://forum.keshefoundation.org/forum/keshe-official/30510-2014-the-year-of-the-change-for-the-
humanity
[Reference 10]

Nové poznání a technologie přináší nová řešení pro hlavní globální problémy. Hladomor, nedostatek 
vody a elektrické energie, změny klimatu a nemoci bude možné překonat použitím nového typu 
plazmatických reaktorů a umožní člověku opravdovou svobodu cestování vesmírem.

Správnost technologie společnosti Keshe Foundation byla ověřena po dobu 10-ti let, což můžeme 
vidět ve výše zmíněných nezávislých zprávách, ale nebyla zveřejněna kvůli zastrašování panem Hans 
Bracquené a panem Delanoy, úředníkem belgické Federální policie, kteří byli zapojeni ve všech třech 
případech. Nyní technologii nabízíme zdarma, abychom mohli prožít hojné, zdravé, radostné a 
prospěšné životy, všichni obyvatelé Země, ne jen hrstka, sdílením poznání vesmíru.

Lidé na celém světě odhalují lži a podstatné trhliny v současné zmanipulované realitě a my to již 
nechceme tolerovat!

Všichni společně prošlápneme cestu k nové civilizaci, kde budou vědomí lidé s otevřeným srdcem 
respektovat všechny živé bytosti.

Společně dokážeme vybudovat pozemský ráj, v této době.

Marek Ištvánek

hledající poznání



Stephen Hawking has abandoned his theory of Black Holes
02-04-2014, 05:36 PM

In the on line paper released by Stephen Hawking on 24.1.2014, he calls it his blunder.

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1401.5761v1.pdf

Read more in this link

http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/st...bate-1.2514299

“In his paper, Hawking writes: "This suggests that black holes should be redefined as metastable bound states of
the gravitational field."”

In a simple word he confirms the theory of M T Keshe about the creation of Black Holes of what Keshe calls the
Principal stars magnetic fields (in possession of both gravitational and magnetic fields) to be correct and that
these environments in the universe, be they in the center of the universe, galaxies, protons or electrons, they are
all the sources of energy and magnetic fields in their environment and the origin of life of that entity.

The reason they are so dark is fully explained in the paper by M T keshe (Author of the paper ‘The creation of
Black hole’ (original version 2004) and the revised version published in his book ‘The origin of the universe’ in 2011
page 151 (1).

M. T. Keshe contradicted Stephen Hawking`s false assumption in his very first paper submitted for peer review in
2004 to Royal Astronomical society.

In the recent years and months, Keshe has put forward many new clear theories in how wrong Stephen Hawking`s
assumptions have been about his Black hole theories.

Now keshe says “The unfounded theory by Stephen Hawking for the past thirty years that Black holes are giant
eating machines, and keeping the same rhetoric up to 2004 is finally over”, with Stephen Hawking bows out after
ten years of battle confused and disorientated about his own theory about the Black hole.

The unknown history about these two scientists:

In April of 2004, M T Keshe submitted a paper entitled ‘The creation Black Holes’, for peer review to Royal
Astronomical society.

On the same day in July the 8th in 2004 as M T Keshe Received a letter from Royal Astronomical society stating
that his paper about creation of the Black Holes will not be published, and the Society will be keep the paper in
their library, Stephen Hawking coincidentally on the same day (8.7.2004) said publicly that he had changed his
mind and that Black Holes do indeed leak radiation and had lost a bet to his friend. Later on that month, at the
Dublin conference on 21.7.2004, with the use of many equations he did not convince any of the people attending
the meeting as to the reason for his U-turn.

In his paper, M T keshe confirms that light and radiation escapes from Principal stars (Black holes) and he
confirms that the Black holes, are in essence the birthplace of matter and source of creation in the universe.

In any case, Keshe Foundation has published the revised version of the paper in the book ‘The origin of the
universe’ ISBN 978 94 60870002 in 2011, and the copy of the original letter from the Royal Astronomical society
were released in this book page 177 as an appendix to the ‘The creation of Black hole’ paper and that Black holes
release radiation and they are the sources of life.

Keshe says “ In the book in an open letter placed before the original paper, he mentions about the coincidence of
the date of his letter and the scientist changing his mind after thirty years.

Further, it took three years until now from Keshe publishing his book for Hawking to find a way out with the
release of his 2014 paper.
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Keshe say, “I wonder if we are ever going to receive a letter of apology from Mr. Hawking or the Royal
Astronomical society.”

Keshe says that Mr. Stephen Hawking in this open paper has not said anything new and he is just as an eminent
scientist confirming our findings.

M T Keshe has said in his latest interviews and on line workshops in 2014 “three days after I gave a lecture in
Leuven city in Belgium in 2011 about the book, Stephen Hawking turned up in the same university out of nowhere
and gives a lecture under the same name as the book ‘The origin of the universe’ (check the Belgium press).

With the release of this paper, Stephen Hawking is trying to limit his exposure, as no one would have known
about M T Keshe in 2004, when he was an obscure and unknown scientist. Because of this obscurity, the Royal
Astronomical Society and Stephen Hawking could try to walk away with the glory of being a reputable institute
and a man of intelligence who could change his mind.

Now that finally Stephen Hawking has decided to bow out and with it at the same time acknowledges the correct
findings of M T Keshe, says with this change of mind nearly ten years later. Keshe says '“so after ten years of
battle to publish my paper to show its contents were the correct principles about the workings of Principal stars
(Black holes), the cover-up attempts of the Royal Astronomical society and Stephen Hawking have come to an
abrupt end.”

Keshe has said, “We do not think that the Royal Astronomical society has any more creditability in the world of
science to be a peer review journal, as it shows their peer-review is nothing but a disgrace and manipulation by
scientists whose opinions they rely on. These thieves of the peer-review bodies silence new and correct
discoveries for their private or personal benefits.

Now we hope readers understand why the Keshe Foundation releases its knowledge and technology directly to

public as they have done recently with their Fukushima decontamination video and their 9thworkshop (3,4) with
open disclosure of new methods of producing Nano materials at zero costs, in how decontamination of
Fukushima’s land and water can be carried out and how he keeps their work out of the dishonest and false
structured peer review organizations and their disgraceful scientists.

Keshe says “ My belief has been that with the open communication systems available today, you take wisdom
from my papers according to your intelligence. You peer review any paper according to your own knowledge and
you do not need another person according to their private and personal interest to tell you what you need to think.”

“ Now the question is whether the keshe model of the plasma, the new structure of the Principal star (Black hole),
the existence of principal magnetic and gravitational fields and matters strength as explained in the books of the
M T Keshe is to be the new model in physics for the center and their behavior in galaxies and other entities in the
universe.”

On behalf of the Stichting the Keshe Foundation

Links

Books and papers:

1:http://www.keshefoundation.org/shop/...ry/view/1.html

http://www.keshefoundation.org/latest-papers.html

2: Video released on the 30.1.2014 for decontamination for Fukushima and new methods of producing Nano
materials at zero costs and the start of the Keshe Foundation road map for 2014.

http://www.keshefoundation.org/shop/category/view/1.html
http://www.keshefoundation.org/latest-papers.html


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f02CcnHjSk

3: In the 9th workshop of the 30.1.2014 by the Keshe Foundation with live-stream with Japanese audience about
application and implication of the new technology of the above video is explained in details.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfV6YeWAu8E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f02CcnHjSk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfV6YeWAu8E
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Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident cleanup video
01-30-2014, 12:20 PM

The Keshe Foundation today has released the Video for decontamination for Fukushima and the start of the
Keshe Foundation road map for 2014.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f02CcnHjSk

The workshop which was brodcast on live-stream, which orgonised to explain the content of the above video can
be listen to in the link below.

The clear message of the this workshop can be heard about 4.03 h into the link below and in the 40 minutes in
the video above.

The 9th workshop of the 30.1.2014

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfV6YeWAu8E
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Peswiki: M.T. Keshe was 'kidnapped' in Canada over false nuclear weapons concerns

Category: News

M.T. Keshe was 'kidnapped' in Canada over false nuclear weapons concerns

Belgium inventor who claims counter-gravity, propulsion, and free energy generator technologies has been derailed by Ad van den Elshout who

has been fraudulently representing the company without authorization, including saying it is involved in nuclear weapons research.

by Sterling D. Allan

Pure Energy Systems News

It's been over a year since we reported on something from Stichting the Keshe Foundation in

Belgium. Things have been quiet over there, at least from a public knowledge vantage point. But that is

not because nothing has been happening. They've been through some severe drama in the past year.

Mehran Tavakoli (MT) Keshe is the one who claims to have a counter-gravity technology and energy

generating technology that would enable the kind of flight attributed to UFOs – rapid flight, sudden

trajectory change, run on energy harvested freely from the environment. They are involved in research in

the sub-plasma nuclear structure. He also claims to have the ability to capture CO2 and methane into

liquid form through a nanotechnology and create energy in the process. He also claims to have

amazing healing technologies. 

Then on January 7, I was informed of the following post by Keshe on his forum:

Since the release of this open letter, we have been furnished with some disturbing evidence from

supporters of the foundation that this can explain why the Foundation and its founder have been

under such a threat for the past year.

If you know members of press and have contact with them please advise them to keep an eye on this thread, some amazing news to be

followed, more amazing than our healing the MS with water and motion of systems with virtually no fuel. We allow you and ask you to post

what is to come on this thread anywhere you like on the net.

In the past few days, Mr. Keshe has finally posted some accounts of what has been happening. They are movie material, complete with thugs, theft,

corrupt government harassments, spying – all on top of some amazing technology claims.  (Perhaps these aren't even the intended announcement; and

that will be forthcoming, having to do with a technology?)

The key villain in the saga is Mr. Ad van den Elshout (Adrianus W.A.J. van den Elshout), who is like Bob Potchen on steroids. He has registered

domains and created bogus business cards to portray himself as the director and owner of the Keshe Foundation. And unbeknownst to the Foundation

until recently, he has been going around Europe, China, and Korea misrepresenting the Foundation and drumming up fraudulent business deals in their

name.
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The posted the following notice on their About Keshe page

Warning: We are informed that recently a scam was organized trying to collect  money from third parties apparently in favor of the Keshe

Foundation, Keshe Technologies or as support to build plasma reactor prototypes. Such fraud and deception was organized in Germany by

Mr. Adrianus Van Den Elshout (NL) in an attempt to collect money (25,000.00 Euro) for his personal use. Keshe Foundation, Keshe

Technologies or Mr. Mehran Keshe are not responsible for the actions of Mr. Van Den Elshout and disclaim any agreement signed by him.

This person is not allowed to present, promote, offer or represent Stichting The Keshe Foundation, Keshe Technologies or Mr. Mehran Keshe

in any way.

The most damaging misrepresentation has been his false assertion that the Foundation is involved in research and development of nuclear weapons. This

lie is compounded by Mr. Keshe's country of origin being Iran. No wonder the Belgium government had been denying his requests for permits to build a

manufacturing facility. Many potential employees were left un-hired, and the technology has been tied up as a result.

This all came to a head last June when Mr. Keshe was traveling to Mexico and was held by the Canadian government for 11 days when he passed through

their airport on his way, and was then sent back to Belgium. While wrongfully incarcerated in Canada, he was treated in a manner that resembled some

dark tyrannical government with arbitrary rule; ransacking his belongings, copying his proprietary files, stealing his property, abusing his person. Keshe

describes this abhorrent treatment for several pages.

It turns out that Elshout had contacted the Canadian authorities three days prior to Keshe's passing through their airport, which led to this drama.

According to Keshe, he is not the only scientist who has been subjected to this kind of ill treatment in the name of protecting the world from terrorism. He

blames the U.S. in part for this saga, saying they are jealous of his technology which he says is a good 50 years ahead of anything we have (publicly) in

the West. He says his peaceful propulsion and energy technologies obsolete nuclear technology. He has assigned the technologies to world dissemination

for the people of the planet in the case something should happen to him.

He had been invited to be a guest speaker at the Space, Propulsion & Energy Sciences International Forum (SPECIF) held at John Hopkins University

on February 23 (3:30 pm). He said he was going to demonstrate his technology there, but being denied a Visa, he had to give the presentation via live

video conferencing.

His abstract, if read by someone who doesn't know the difference between conventional nuclear weapons and advanced nuclear research, might

misconstrue Keshe's abilities and intentions:

Through new understanding of the construction of neutrons, plasma and its subcomponents of Matter, Antimatter and Dark Matter, and in

being able to dilute the Matters of plasma within the confinement of a nuclear based reactor, to untangle and liberate in a controlled way the

Matters of the plasma, for the use of their dynamic constituent's magnetic fields, for production of energy, Magnetic fields and gravitational

fields; for use in space for creation of energy, lift and motion, using the principle of the plasma dilution technology and gravitational positions

of different Matters of the plasma within a simple portable safe nuclear reactor.

It's fascinating stuff.

# # #

http://keshefoundation.com/about_keshe.html
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http://www.ias-spes.org/SPESIF2010/FORUM/2010_Agenda.pdf
http://www.ias-spes.org/SPESIF2010/FORUM/Abstracts/Keshe_LS6_abs.html
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Canadian involvement in Extraordinary Rendition program and breaking of international laws

In the text below I explain how I was incarcerated from 08/06/2010 till 19/06/2010 by the Canadian Immigration Office, during this period of

time all my scientific data were copied from my computer, and the content of vials (tubes) with CO2 and CH4, and tubes of other nano-

materials, were examined and these materials were stolen. MT. KESHE.

Canada File case number 3273-6308-8116 date 11.6.2010

Extraordinary RENDITON program of scientists used by Canadian government - Belgium, 12-01-2011

The extraordinary rendition program is not for terrorists but is used effectively for scientists in stealing and depriving them of their life long works

and their intellectual rights.

In the last open letter I have explained about how the Keshe Foundation has been accused of being involved in production of an atomic and

nuclear bomb for government of Iran in his host nation of Belgium.

After posting of the last open letter, supporters of the Foundation have been furnishing us with e-mails and documents that not only these confirm

the close collaboration of the Mr Adrianus WAJ Van den Elshout with government of Belgium, but through the same e-mails from himself, Mr Ad

Van den Elshout confirms that he is in contact with the American ambassador and his cabinet and he emphasis on his cabinet in respect to

another theft of intellectual property right from another Belgium inventor, which he is offering to the American government, and at the same time,

he, in another e-mail again connects himself to another nuclear centre in Belgium.

In receiving these recent e-mails and other communications from others, this have given me the confidence to put my life on line and tell in short as

it has been unknown up to now about what a nightmare me and my family have been put through by these actions, I release the following

statement on my own behalf and on behalf of my Foundation and not on behalf of any other government, organisation or individuals.

If MY Foundation and I and even if the government of Iran was after publicity in trying to make a big deal out of in what happened to me during the

last summer, then we would have shouted and cried out about it on the forum and in the press at that time, when this horrendous matter happened

to me and my family.

But as me and the government of Iran, we are dignified, peace loving people and nation, and opposite to what has been made of us, I decided to

keep silent about this horrific incident which I was subjected to by the government of Canada through their rendition and intimidation program.

Now seeing these correspondence supplied by the supporters of the Foundation in the past days, for the first time I have decided without asking for

sanction from and the knowledge of my country or any other to release the information in how third nations are used for rendition program of

scientists to steal their technology and life works under the cover of special rendition program.

http://www.keshefoundation.com/canada/index.html
http://www.keshefoundation.com/Ad_van_den_Elshout.html


Now I explain:

As in my last posting of the open letter of 3.1.2011 last week, in simple way I referred in this letter to imprisonment of me and my Foundation.

The imprisonments of scientists in transit from airports are and becoming part of the US and Canadian government rendition program, where no

one knows about them and apparently it has been going on for years.

They use this transit of transfer from one plane to another by the scientist, to terrorise scientists and raps them of their dignity and let them feel as

they have done something wrong, while their technologies and their knowledge are taken off them as the pretending to be investigating their

activities by these governments, as if scientists are criminals and then these stolen loots technologies’ are shared among the gang of nations for

further research and development in their countries in secret. They bank on the fact that scientists are usually from third world or upcoming nations

and that the scientists will be afraid to report the matter back to their government on their return. So this rendition program is succeeding and fully

carried out with no knowledge about it by public and other nations.

Since when, Canadians have become highway robbers by falsely using the international transit laws?

I start from the beginning and in this section whatever I refer to I have physical evidence to prove my case as I show in few cases below as

attached evidence. It has to be said that I have been to USA a number of times and I have been to Canada before, so it is not as I wanted to

escape to these countries, secondly I was issued visa to go to USA to meet with NASA in 2005, which I did not take the option of travel and visa

has been expired. At the same time I was invited by a well-known US institute as a guest lecturer to give a talk at John Hopkins University in Feb

of 2010, which the American government refused the issue of the visa and this lecture was given by live video conferencing as has been announced

and talked about on the forum of the Foundation.

This is the exact count of how as nuclear physicists I became part of the rendition program of the US and Canadian government, that they could

steal my technologies and for them to access most confidential files and technologies which are developed and being developed by me and my

Foundation and these are mostly years ahead of present known science and these are the property of my Foundation.

It has to be said that on my death these intellectual rights become the properties of the Untied Nation and all citizen of all nations on the earth,

that no nation and no religion will have superiority over another and that on my passing all my knowledge become the source and assets of the

United Nation and all the religions of the world for advancement of human race in peace and science.

One of the technologies stolen from the Foundation by Canadians and their gang in this so called rendition of me are for example: The technology

of how to produce solid CO2 at room temperature and pressure, which the papers about this has been published on the site of the Foundation for

past year. This technology is part of space program of the Foundation and is used to cure cancer with use of water only. This process is used by

the Foundation for production of space fuel and allows the production of new materials, which are unknown to world of science and this moment,

this material is the fifth state of matter unknown to man up to now that is gases at state of solid at room temperature and pressure.

In fact Canadians during my incarceration and by force they have taken these materials from me, they told me that they will let me have a copy of

the report of their tests by their scientist to confirm some of our discoveries and then after my release they denied to release the report as it was

too sensitive and a copy of e-mail by Canadian deportation officer sent to me in private confirming this refusal and confirming the theft and how the

Canadians have stolen the technology. The scan of the bag which the Canadian immigration after their testing and stealing some of my materials

was return to me at the airport is attached, where I was given some of my materials back like a hip of rubbish piled on the floor while I was packing



them to be repatriated.

Another technology they have stolen from the Foundation, is the technology of space motion without use of propulsion which Iranian government

has had participated in its development with the Foundation to develop, with this putting Iranians space technology about fifty to one hundred 

years ahead of USA space program. In reality what they accuse us of doing wrong and developing advance nuclear technology and then they steal

the technology, is to cover their own backward propulsion technology which is out of dated, these groundless nuclear weapon development

accusation are to steal advance technology and not to monitor as I have experienced first-hand with Canadians.

I can go into detail: but in brief, I was kidnapped on 8.6.2010 by the Canadian authorities on a flight from Brussels to Mexico city in transit through

Toronto, I was taken off the flight and me and my family were told immediately without any ambiguity that if press are informed, I can be put in

prison which are known to be so dangerous that I can be killed. In this process I was interrogated for nearly four days, deprived of sleep and all my

scientific documents and computers were copied and downloaded and some matters were stolen from me and after 11 days of constant terrorising,

I was put on a flight back to Brussels like a criminal. My File  and case number 3273-6308-8116.

The name of officer in charge Mr CARDINALE rank number 14784. I was put in front of a Kangaroo court in the prison camp itself and I was told

that if I tell the judge anything I will be put in prisons that I will not come out alive. Even in the last session I told the judge that I do not agree with

what has been said and I could not explain the reason as I was threaten to be killed and everything was falsified in the court to fit their usual

procedure.

During up to 18 hours of interrogations daily at the airport and then being kept in secure prison or detention centre, then in the last hours of my

release I was told that my release has been ordered by the prime Minster of Canada personally, as even my keepers were not aware of my

release. (There is a long story that we do not go through it but if the Canadian government would like to open the case we are pleased to release

our documents).

In time of my incarceration by Canadians, my detention officers in prison told me so many times that they do not understand, that you are not the

only one like this, we seen in recent years that a number of scientists, doctors and highly qualified people whom are brought here, kept for days

and then sent back, but we see drug traffickers and illiterates being given the right to stay in Canada, there is something wrong but this is normal

process in this prison. Thus; Canadians like stupid and traffickers and not as they claim wanting intellectual people to join their nation.

It has to be said as I am use to travelling for business around the world for the past thirty years, that sometimes ago a lawyers in UK told me that if

ever they stop you at customs or in a country with accusation of entering the country illegally, on the spot you demand asylum, that then they

have to report your case to the UN and this stops you going missing for a long periods. And, this is exactly what I did as I came off the plane in

Toronto to wait and move to my next flight, where, at the door of the plane’s gate and as I was faced with MR CARDINAL, I noticed that he had a

full copy of my Foundation site in his hand, and in the first sentence he told me that he has been reading about me for the past three days to

become a nuclear scientist and then he said to me at the same time at the gate of the plane that I have entered Canada illegally, were in fact I was

in transit to Mexico and international laws explains that transit passengers flight do not require visa.

In the next stage of my dilemma in Canada, it took them over two hours to find my luggage in the flight to the Mexico section as they were

panicking as where it has disappeared to, and then after a long time when the found them, then I was taken to an open large empty hall, where at

one time, I could count as many as 16 different officers from different forces in the hall around me checking the loot that they could not believe they

have stolen. This giving me the feeling of being in the hand of pirates on high seas after taking over the ship as they wanted to share their loot and



could not believe how easy this was. 

At all times of search and interrogation they were only interested in contents of my suitcase and the main computer hard disc block, which they

knew all my experiments and technological discoveries were logged in and it looked as they knew all things to do with my future research were in

my suitcase, as I was on my way to south America to fine a new cure for the malaria, as I was invited by an organisation to be there. Where, the

ambassadors of these nations can confirm of their knowledge of my plan as I have been in touch with them over past two month before my trip.

Interesting enough, if I was wrong in entering Canada, and my capture was accidental, then how come Mr Cardinale has been studying my site for

three days before hand as he told me and secondly I only bought my ticket and my visa to Mexico was issued only less than 24 hours before my

departure, and strangely only two other persons were aware of my move, thus this shows that American have been planning this kidnapping a long

time to capture me, may be from the time of my return from Iran in 2008, and as I was sick and have had suspected cancer, that I could not have

travelled since that time, so this was their first chance to look into my technology and steal, as it is well known that I always travel with most of my

lab and newly discovered material as I have done, when I went to China, Korea and as I do in Europe and even as I did when I went to Iran for the

first time after over thirty years in 2008.

It has to be said up on my return from Iran within a week or so, I attend the office of prime Minster of Belgium on their request, and at the same

time they were informed and were ask to collaborate with the Foundation to further develop in what was already developed in Iran by us. So there

was not a Mickey mouse game with our openness, and no need to steal. I leave in Belgium because my child is born here and the love of my life is

a Belgium, and Belgium has been home to us for the past years. Keshe Foundation team almost all are of Belgium of Flemish origin and loyal to

the Foundation. The Foundation has been based in this country up to now and we hope we are safe; I am loyal to my nation and will not sell it to

anyone unless I am stolen from as the Canadians did.

It is known fact that as a free scientist I teach everywhere and to all nations, now in fact to me Canadian’s are like thieves of Baghdad and part of

pickpocket team, with methods of distract, intimidate and steal scientist’s life works. I think patents are not applicable to any scientist whom their

work have been stolen from them by this way, and by laws of patent how can one nation know by stealing and while other have to pay for it. Thus

all knowledge of the Foundation and the work of those scientists whom have been through USA scientific rendition program have to become open

to all and not loot benefit to selected few whom have and given themselves the right and the opportunity of stealing.

Interesting enough during my incarceration I was told that I have been refused the asylum request against the government of UK and Belgium as I

asked for as the latter was the country which I was coming from and the former was where my first travel-document was issued by which I was

travelling on. I have copies of their endorsement by Canadian confirming the correctness of my document, They were in such a rush to copy and

steal that they left some of their copied papers in my note books which were torn-off and put in the bag and then given back to me at the airport by

mistake, this is how I know they have copied over 1000 pages, and 1 terra bite of information from the suitcase, I have a immigration bag which

confirms 6 computer keys and hard disk in one bag in their own hand writing.

This is funny, as to save my life, as I had to do, as I became rapidly aware of what I have walked into with Canadians; I had to claim refuge statues

from some of the leading free nations in the world the like of Belgium and UK that I had to do this claim to protect my life. I wonder how many

people have had to do this in the past century to escape from these free nations.

Thus: the Canadian government uses their detention centre near the airport for rendition of scientists to steal their technology and they share their

loot with the ones whom they chose and help them out to carry these atrocities.



May be irrelevant, but one of the officers involved in my interrogation told me that you are one of the biggest fishes’ we have ever had and at the

same time my interrogators asked and took two copies of my book “the universal order of creation matters” from the content of my suitcase to

read.

One officer in the cabin in the airport said to me in the second day that he did not understand why I was kept overnight, we have to greet people

like you to join our nation, but decisions are made somewhere else and he made it clear that there was more to my capture that met the eye as it

became apparent later on and even six month latter like now.

In some session I counted that there were up to 12 officers in different cubicles around us sending questions and listening to interrogation, in some

cases and sessions I had a Chinese looking man and black officer and up to six other people in my cubical, whom were sitting in sessions and

asking questions.

Strange enough that within days after my release another Iranian nuclear scientist whom has gone through scientific rendition program was

suddenly after a year appeared in USA and then he was released by USA. I am sure he has been as I have been through the same rendition

program but in different country.

The officer told me himself in a session during my interrogations, that he was so highly ranked that the officer was answerable to Minster himself

direct and during my 12 – 14 hours long sessions of being brought to and kept in the airport every day for interrogation, he told me that there are

five other agencies and ministers monitoring the interrogation live on line while he was inputting my answers, which question were coming mostly

through the computer screen.

What is interesting to point out, first of all is that if Canada is looking for the edge of science scientists, how come they refuse a leading nuclear

scientist refuge application and then they threat to kill him in front of his family to put fear of god into them, except that their plan was from the

outset to steal technology of the scientist, as they have done with me.

Secondly, if rendition is so effectively carried out by Canadians and Americans, I wonder how many other scientists like me have been through this

rendition program that out of the fear of their lives are silent about these enforced nightmares.

I am aware of one, whom is another Iranian nuclear scientist as has been in the press, but is this rendition program only for Iranian scientists as

our research is about decades ahead of western world, and is this wolf cry of nuclear weapon development is the truth about USA wanting to look

into what they are years behind in technology than Iran. Do not forget history has shown and are well known the one shouting foul game are the

one whom are losing or when they are behind and this is a normal behaviour for the losers.

Further the Canadians knew what they are doing with me was illegal, as every time I was moved from the airport to prison late at night at one or

two o’clock in the morning and on my way back from the prison at nine in the morning, there was always a discussion, that by law, security people

had to handcuff the prisoner, but the officer and security people were discussing every time that he should not be handcuffed or they discussed

that at least until he is in the van and then they be taken off when he comes out of the van walking through the airport. Even on the day of my

transport to the airport to leave this godforsaken country the officers taking me to the airport told me that we do not want to handcuff you, we know

what is going on and please cooperate. These all was done as they were afraid if I am seen in handcuff and pictures been taken and then they

were in hip of manure with the outside world.

If you would like to know what it means to go through a short sharp rendition by Canadians as I have been, it feels like being raped, where the



victim thinks what have done wrong to be in this position and this hunts you for a long time, that you do not want to talk about it and you become

secluded as I did, and with the help of family I have started to write and research after months again.

I would like to thank the staff of the Iranian embassy in Brussels that I turned to up on my return to report to them in what has happened to me and

they listened and allowed my fears to subside. I would like to thank the dignity by which the Iranian government knowing my ordeal kept its silent

about this incident that I could recover from this nightmare and they did not go out to make a case of my suffering and situation. Thank you, you

are the real gentleman, and you are not like wolf in skin of sheep as in the colds waters of north-pole nation where I was imprisoned.

I think I leave the rest of what happened to me and my family during and after this high way robbery in Canada with humans of this world to decide

about who are the real animals of this world.

Now interesting information about, MR (Mr Adrianus W.A.J. Van den Elshout) which shows why the sudden move by the Canadian kidnap job,

which we have received these information’s in the past week after the release of our open letter from the supporters of the Foundation.

What is interesting to me now after receiving and reading through these e-mails from public at large, is that how a man (Mr Van den Elshout),

whom wares trousers with the biggest hole I have ever seen between a man legs, that shamelessly his genitals are hanging out of them when he

sits, that such a man cannot afford a pair of trousers, how can that such man can see the American ambassador and be aware of the American

government diplomatic cabinet set-up in Belgium embassy in Brussels as mentioned in these e-mails by him and organise such a kidnapping.

May be Mr water work is good at his job, his nickname in Belgium for Mr Van den Elshout is Mr water work  as this man cries like a woman, and it

is called by some “the golden tears“, when he wants something and when he lies, then he takes a picture of holly something or another out of his

pocket and cry’s’ to the picture that floods the room for people to believe him. May be American like weeping woman as they feel important and

that they can save the woman (Mr Criminal) and this satisfies them with feeling of being the big brother coming to rescue and at the same time

that is how the water worker convinced them to believe his lies.

At the time of my incarceration me and my family were in such a shock that we did not want to talk about our pain, but now it has become

apparent that Mr Van den Elshout in his own e-mails confirms that he has been in touch with MRHoward W Gutman (the American ambassador

to Belgium) and his cabinet on the 19.5.2010, three weeks before my incarceration, and talked about god knows what like as we mentioned in

the open letter and other plots he is involved in and this e-mail shows whom he is working for.

No one can see the American ambassador and know about the working of embassy except a man like Mr van den Elshout and now even we know

and now we are aware from these e-mails that there is an ambassadorial cabinet in the American embassy in Brussels that they work with Mr

Criminals ( !!!).

In different e-mails Mr Van den Elshout confirms the need of delivering his stolen technology and be given to NASA, CIA and others (see the

attached references) and he refers in different e-mails to the American ambassador again and again. In e-mails he refers to president of USA name

in person and connects himself implementing he is in talk with to the American ambassador and his cabinet in the same sentence (attached

reference). All these correspondents by this criminal or the agent carry’s the ALPHALYS S.A header and signature which is his or other nations

company registered in Luxemburg for their clandestine activities in conjunction with water man.

We have been told since the publication of the last open letter that this company is in process or being considered of being closed down.

In other e-mails he refers to getting into another Belgium nuclear centre in Doel near Antwerp. This confirming his interest in nuclear program as we



reported before in the last posting (attached reference).

We are in possession of documents that Mr Van den Elshout shows and confirms being involved in laundering money through Panama account

through KBC bank of Belgium and in an e-mail he confirms paying large sums of money in black.

Where do these sums of hundreds of thousands of dollars come from, as he lives with a nail polisher in two bedroom rented flat and according to

people who known him his car is mostly not even insured and not even passed its technical control.

We have received evidence that there are five known case of intimidation and fraud with prosecutors of four cities in Belgium, and strange enough

no one taken action about them and all have been put away in drawers as he is protected by paedophilia gangs as he says he knows them and

are part of his larger relationships and extended family. These are case number for attempted intimidation, death threats and fraud and have been

with prosecutors for years and month, case number AN 45.9.550/10 and case number AN 42.98.3582-01 city of Antwerp, Case number

45.F1.5136/2007 city of Kortrijk and two other files in city of Gent and Leuven in Belgium.

And we are in possessions of confirmed document from the city of Antwerp prosecutor that Mr Van den Elshout has threaten one of the leading

Belgium inventors that he and his wife will be killed and a tape recording of this has been in possession of the Belgium authorities since 25.6.2010,

and up to now the Belgium police has done nothing about this case. MR untouchable we call him or the American agent, god knows, who the next

victim is.

We have e-mails and we are in possession of copy of contracts drawn up by this criminal himself, which shows or indicates to that Mr Van den

Elshout has close collaboration with Flemish government and its head Minister-President Kris Peeters as a specific contract is signed in

conjunction with investment with the Flemish government and Mr Peeters name is specifically mentioned in this contract, thus he has the ears in

the government whom listen to his groundless accusations as in the American embassy. Why should the name of Mr first president of a nation still

in office be mentioned in a commercial contract, is it to influence or is it to say who is protecting who? It can be seen again he uses the name

cabinet of the Minister-President Peeters, so he is well inside and we have been furnished with e-mails which addressees CC to cabinet of Mr

Peeters. In the set-up of stealing the intellectual rights of another inventor which this criminal has been in the process of by fraud, this case has

been in the hand of procurer of Antwerp for seven month and has been put aside as it seems. I Wonder! If Mr Peeters knows his name and his

cabinet is used like this to defraud or there is another motive behind these freedoms, which has been given to this criminal to do what he likes and

hide the criminal files in drawers around the country that Mr untouchable become a full grown AL Capone.

In my letter to the procurers of the city of Kortrijk I mention that this man has become untouchable and he can do what he likes and the police

does nothing about it, now do we too understand who is behind him and how he is protected.

In the past minutes before the publication of this paper we have been informed of the system Mr Criminal (Mr Van den Elshout) has used and he

has been using to import people into Holland and Belgium. The e-mail is self-explanatory; the name on the email is the name of the gentleman as

company director on the company (I gave in the last open letter) owned by the criminal in Holland. The address Meer (douanezone) given in this e-

mail, is the warehouse on the border of Belgium and Holland, and it was used by the Mr criminal to import illegal people into EU and is registered

as his office and the home of imported people to get identity/green cards. This used to be the customs building of the Belgium government at the

border. It is known fact that Mr Criminal has been importing people from Turkey and Arab countries on false entries for years they say. Let the

police check who is registered in the past three years to live in this warehouse office. We have been informed that Mr Van den Elshout has set-up

a new company in Luxemburg for this purpose, the name of the new company is ATHOR S.A.



By the way, we have no evidence but we have been told that this criminal claims’ that he has bought a 55,000,000 US dollars company in US

according to him? A tape is available in .mp3 of Mr. Ad van den Elshout's confession about that Delaware off-shore company. We wonder if this

true then is this the payment for him reporting and stealing technologies for his paymasters? Is this the reason why the Dutch and the Luxemburg

companies are closed, now that he has received payment from his masters for a good job of damaging a number scientist’s work and lives, now

would he become good American citizen?

My advice to all scientists is that do not carry any of your works with you when travelling, even if you are going for research project or presentation

to a conference, as you without knowing become a victim of the false rendition program for these governments as I did.

In conclusion: The Canadian Government and its bosses are involved in special stealing rendition program under the cover of terrorism as I have

experienced it first hand, but what is interesting is that I was invited to Canada to give a talk to scientific community in Canada and we offered a

sector of our technology for joint development to a university in Canada three month before and visa was refused for the trip and presentation too,

we have the refusal application number if needed to be produced. But I presume is hard to kick the old habit, once a thief always a thief. May be

we should call theMaple leaf on the flag of the Canada a Maple thief of Canada and this should become the new flag for pirates on high seas in

the coasts of east Africa.

M T Keshe In person, Belgium, 12-01-2011

Attached evidences:



REF. 1



REF. 2



Ref 1 and 2 one of the bags from Canadian immigration office with last eight digits of the case references of LB piat -3 for one of the

new solid state of matter after returning the empty tube and removing the new discovered material of solid gas at room temperature

from it. The second bag confirming the number of computer key and TB hard drive (All the k idnapping was for this box).





Ref 3: Self explanatory return of goods certificate on departure from the Canadian immigration after 11 days of incarceration.

Mehran,

this is remarkable:

Naam Saadou, Ibrahim / 4

Geboortedatum en - plaats: 30-09-1963, Beirout, Libanon

Infunctietreding: 13-02-2008

Bevoegdheid Volledige volmacht

Uit functie:15-02-2008

Thus Abrahim Saadou was only two days in the company with full powers.

Probably AVDE was able to register Saadou for a workpermit in Belgium or Holland, because Saadou was part of the company.

Once the permit was given (granting Saadou a kind of legal residence in Europe), Saadou was removed.

If I remember well Saadou was said to live in Meer (douanezone). I remember AVDE telling that a police guy came there to check the

presence of Saadou. The policemen (from Hoogstraten) got a free TV-set as bribe.

Best regards.



Ref 3 : E-mail received in explaining how immigrants are nationalised/officially permitted by use of companies in Holland by the criminals

and activity of Mr Adrianus Van den Elshout companies. Document KVK about the 2-day entery of Mr. Saadou.

Thans is het sportief ten overstaan van de heren .................. en ................... hierbij te melden dat zij met ondergetekende nog niet aan de

nieuwe patatten toe zijn, en ondergetekende alles in het werk zal (doen) stellen om als goed huisvader diens rechten veilig te stellen, waarbij

het benaderen c.q. informeren  van o.a. Mr. Howard W. Gutman en diens President Mr. Barack Obama thans als eerste prioriteit gelden,

gevolgd door de contacten met de AmerikaanseNASA, US Air Force, de CIA, doch ook instanties als de Kerncentrale te Doel.

http://www.keshefoundation.com/canada/drunnen.pdf


Ref 5 : The name of CIA and of Doel, a Belgium nuclear station

Om op mijn/onze e-mail van hedenochtend 0:48 uur terug te komen zijn wij – onder meer – genoodzaakt om ons zo spoedig mogelijk te

vervoegen bij de Amerikaanse Ambassadeur te Brussel, zijnde Mr. Howard W. Gutman met wiens kabinet ondergetekende sedert 19 mei

2010 in contact is, doch hierbij door de heren ......... en ............ de loef is afgestoken wegens het feit dat voornoemde lieden "solo-slim"

dachten te kunnen spelen, een opzetje zijdens dhr. ................ die al ruim tien (10) jaar lang diens ziekelijke pistes op heimelijke wijze

door is BLIJVEN drukken om diens maatje ..................... permanent te kunnen gerieven, lees: hem voor de zoveelste maal nog eens goed

in diens gat te kruipen, met als resultaat dat dhr. ................ na ruim tien (10) jaar slechts het nakijken heeft en dhr. .................... op

heimelijke wijze diens eigen zakken is BLIJVEN vullen, bij voorkeur met ZWART geld …, enfin, hiervan zijn inmiddels bewijzen te over!

Ref 6 : The name of American ambassador and his cabinet

Meanwhile Alphalys and Seller finalised various investigations throughout Belgium to launch unique technologies, such as: smart power

systems for any kind of electric vehicles. The results were unacceptable because of the (still) missing necessary infrastructure and also a

lack of money to continue any commercialization of said technologies throughout the territory of Belgium. See the herby attached e-mail

correspondence commencing December 02, 2009 between Mr Adrianus Wilhelmus Adriana Johannes van den Elshout and Kabinet of

minister Kris Peeters and the Innovationcentrum of the Province of Antwerp (Belgium), being: "Addendum A";

Ref 7 : The name of  cabinet of Mr Peeters being used in a commercial contract
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2014, the year of the change for the Humanity
01-01-2014, 11:48 PM

2014: The Year that the new Technology will change the course of humanity and it will bring untold changes.

At Keshe Foundation, we make 2014, the year that advanced technologies will be mass-released to public that
they can show their power to create conditions that change through all layers of human society will be achieved.

We shall put an end to hunger and wars, through the release of everything in our possession, this be it
scientifically, or technically to every man, be it scientists or world governments around the world in equal
measure.

In 2014, the Keshe Foundation through its Institute shall deliver to mankind as a whole the technology, which the
mankind has been waiting and praying for from the beginning of time.

With delivery of an advance technology, unknown up to now, we shall put an end to hunger, wars.

We shall make sure that all men will have enough to attain sustenance and shelter that; there shall be no need for
suffering.

We give and facilitate the release of technology to the men of greed that they can produce enough gold and
precious metals that they could wish for, that eventually they will shy away even to show any interest in
possessing such materials.

In opening the space in 2014 in its true sense, we would bring in more precious materials and sciences unknown
to man that these new materials and knowledge will be used for forging tools of lasting peace on this planet.

The 2014 will be the beginning of the new era, the point of change for the humanity from what has been the same
on this planet from the time of Adam.

We make one promise to the world leaders and that is, change your and your nations ways or your citizens shall
change it for you through the delivery and application of the new technology and its use.

No man shall and from this year on will be allowed to take up arms to fight and no man shall be left hungry and
homeless on this planet because of wars.

Use your arm manufacturing factories to deliver homes and food to the humanity, which up to now you have being
developing tools of war in them, and you have instigated, unwanted wars because of them.

As the man who has the knowledge of universe at his disposal, I shall use every knowledge and power available to
me to bring these factories, which you have erected for making tools of war and their products to standstill with
stroke of a pen.

Then we wonder who shall disobey as is in the books of god that “one shall not kill.”

The promises of the change, as has been in the Holly books of the past, which the man has been waiting for
centuries for shall be fulfilled.

Our program for this year is set to be.

We shall put an end first and foremost to the problem at Fukushima in January.

In February, we make all efforts to create the environment to stop the production of arms across the world,
through release of technologies, which makes the present advance aircraft, missiles, and nuclear weapons
irrelevant and ancient.

In Jun, we will deliver technologies, which can deliver sustenance’s to world population totally free of any cost
through the release of new systems that can change air into sustainable food and energy supply without a need
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for farming land that no child will sleep with hunger.

By September, we will deliver the technology for every man to be protected from the natural elements like cold
and rain without being dependent on other man handout of tents.

We shall make delivery of clean water at any point on earth free of charge a reality by releasing the already
developed technologies.

By the end of December we will make sure, that there are no grounds for disruption for space travels on regular
bases from all the nations on this planet that all shall harvest the reaches of the universe collectively and equally.

Those who have doubts about our work, be ready to become soldiers of the peace and unity before the end of this
year.

M T Keshe
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